Carleton College: Portfolio Submission Form

Name: _________________________________________   ID #: _____________________________________
Class Year: ____________________________________   Term Submitted: _______________________

For each writing project included in your portfolio, please circle the portfolio criteria it meets.

Project 1

Department:_____________________        Course Number: _________________         Term enrolled:__________
Instructor name: ____________________________________  Project revised for the portfolio? □ Yes □ No

1. Please circle the one General Education category and up to three Overlays represented by this class:

Gen Ed:  A&I   Science   Reasoning   Social Inquiry   Arts Practice   Humanistic Inquiry   Lit/Art Analysis

Overlay: WR       QRE       IS       IDS

2. What criteria for the portfolio does this assignment address? Please circle all that apply:

Observation   Analysis   Interpretation   Documented Sources   Thesis-driven argument

☐ Check here if a copy of the assignment is attached to the paper.

No assignment sheet? Tell us what assignment you were responding to:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Project 2

Department:_____________________        Course Number: _________________         Term enrolled: __________
Instructor name: _____________________________________  Project revised for the portfolio? □ Yes □ No

1. Please circle the one General Education category and up to three Overlays represented by this class:

Gen Ed:  A&I   Science   Reasoning   Social Inquiry   Arts Practice   Humanistic Inquiry   Lit/Art Analysis

Overlay: WR       QRE       IS       IDS

2. What criteria for the portfolio does this assignment address? Please circle all that apply:

Observation   Analysis   Interpretation   Documented Sources   Thesis-driven argument

☐ Check here if a copy of the assignment is attached to the paper.

No assignment sheet? Tell us what assignment you were responding to:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Project 3

Department:_____________________        Course Number: _________________         Term enrolled: __________
Instructor name: _____________________________________  Project revised for the portfolio? □ Yes □ No

1. Please circle the one General Education category and up to three Overlays represented by this class:

Gen Ed:  A&I   Science   Reasoning   Social Inquiry   Arts Practice   Humanistic Inquiry   Lit/Art Analysis

Overlay: WR       QRE       IS       IDS
2. What criteria for the portfolio does this assignment address? Please circle all that apply:

Observation  Analysis  Interpretation  Documented Sources  Thesis-driven argument

☐ Check here if a copy of the assignment is attached to the paper.

No assignment sheet? Tell us what assignment you were responding to:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Project 4

Department: ________________  Course Number: ________________  Term enrolled: _____________

Instructor name: __________________________  Project revised for the portfolio? ☐ Yes ☐ No

1. Please circle the one General Education category and up to three Overlays represented by this class:

Gen Ed:  A&I  Science  Reasoning  Social Inquiry  Arts Practice  Humanistic Inquiry  Lit/Art Analysis

Overlays:  WR  QRE  IS  IDS

2. What criteria for the portfolio does this assignment address? Please circle all that apply:

Observation  Analysis  Interpretation  Documented Sources  Thesis-driven argument

☐ Check here if a copy of the assignment is attached to the paper.

No assignment sheet? Tell us what assignment you were responding to:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Project 5

Department: ________________  Course Number: ________________  Term enrolled: _____________

Instructor name: __________________________  Project revised for the portfolio? ☐ Yes ☐ No

1. Please circle the one General Education category and up to three Overlays represented by this class:

Gen Ed:  A&I  Science  Reasoning  Social Inquiry  Arts Practice  Humanistic Inquiry  Lit/Art Analysis

Overlays:  WR  QRE  IS  IDS

2. What criteria for the portfolio does this assignment address? Please circle all that apply:

Observation  Analysis  Interpretation  Documented Sources  Thesis-driven argument

☐ Check here if a copy of the assignment is attached to the paper.

No assignment sheet? Tell us what assignment you were responding to:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

FOR INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH & ASSESSMENT USE ONLY

Score 1: ________________________________  Reader 1: ________________________________

Score 2: ________________________________  Reader 2: ________________________________

Score 3: ________________________________  Reader 3: ________________________________

Final Score: ________________________________  Number of essays: ________________________________